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(if any) on the sale of some private-equity 
and real-estate investments late in the fiscal 
year—that may have affected the reported 
investment return, and therefore the value 
of the endowment, this year. (Given the en-
dowment’s size, any such costs, if incurred, 
may not be material, and therefore may not 
have to be reported.)

As a back-of-the-envelope calculation, an 
estimated natural-resources write-down 
and the other expense factors might im-
ply a 3-percentage-point penalty, leaving 
HMC’s 8.1 percent reported return still 2 
to 3 percentage points behind the best peers’ 
results. Although Narvekar emphasizes that 
raw investment performance is not the right 
comparative metric, since each institution’s 
risk tolerance, investment aims, and port-
folio must be tailored to its own objectives 
and financial needs, he still characterized 
HMC’s result as disappointing. Hence the 
need for corrective action.

•   Restructuring report. This past January, he 
signaled sweeping changes in HMC’s orga-
nization and strategies—including signifi-
cant reductions in personnel and the hiring 
of new senior managers (details available at 
harvardmag.com/hmc-overhaul17). He sig-
naled then that “transforming HMC’s orga-
nization and portfolio is a five-year process.”

His September report indicates the scope 
of the overhaul he has undertaken, proceed-
ing from his conclusion that “The endow-
ment’s returns are a symptom of deep struc-
tural problems at HMC and the resultant 
significant issues in the portfolio. These 
matters have challenged HMC for years….”

Outsiders may be surprised by the scope 
of the resulting changes. In a take-your-
breath-away summary paragraph, Narve-
kar wrote that since “the time had come for 
an aggressive plan to restructure HMC and 
create the necessary organizational and in-
vestment culture,”

[M]y first seven months included 
establishing a generalist investment 
model, recruiting new senior in-
vestment team members, integrat-
ing existing team members from the 
previous silo model and new team 
members (including myself ) into our 
generalist model, spinning off various 
internal platforms and preparing to 
spin off others, rebuilding our invest-
ment processes and analytics, creat-
ing a new risk framework, generating 
meaningful liquidity, and designing 
our new compensation framework.

When these changes are fully effect-
ed, the endowment will be entrusted to a 
small team of senior professionals—per-
haps a couple dozen in all—discussing op-
portunities and risks across the universe 
of investment options and making com-
mitments for the endowment as a whole. 
(See a detailed report at harvardmag.com/
hmc-summary-17.)

Those new HMC investment profession-
als will have to establish new relationships 
with external money managers—a pressing 

priority after the many changes in HMC’s 
leadership during the past decade, and its in-
vesting constraints in the wake of the large 
endowment losses in 2008 and 2009. More-
over, illiquid assets are customarily tied up 
for multiyear periods (the time it takes for a 
private-equity investment in a company to 
be made and sold, or to develop and lease a 
real-estate development). Even with the sales 
of assets effected last June to provide liquid 
funds for new investments, there is a limit to 
the volume of commitments Narvekar and his 
team can and would confidently make in the 
near term. From external managers’ perspec-
tive, too, it can take years to put newly raised 
funds to work. So the transition period he 
invoked last winter may well extend beyond 
the five-year interval he sketched.

In the meantime, HMC’s board and the 
Harvard Corporation will have to define the 
University’s risk tolerance. Harvard differs 
significantly from peers like Penn, Stanford, 
and Yale, which own and operate large hos-
pital systems; and from Princeton, given its 
minuscule professional-school component. 

And at some point, Narvekar, his board, 
and the University will have to determine 
whether it is realistic to project long-term 
annualized returns of 8 percent. The stakes 
are significant: reducing the return assump-
tion to 7 percent could imply a 20-percent-
age-point reduction in the funds distribut-
ed to the faculties (from 5 percent of the 
endowment market value to 4 percent): a 
shock if imposed suddenly, or a longer-term 
concern if phased in over time.

All those issues loom over HMC’s re-

structuring. “In a perfect world,” Narvekar 
wrote, “we would have moved through these 
changes over a much longer period. How-
ever, given the time needed for these changes 
to impact results, the HMC board of direc-
tors and I strongly believe that HMC will be 
in a far better position by moving quickly. 
We have done so.”

Given fiscal 2016 investment losses and 
tepid 2017 returns, deans will receive level 
endowment distributions next year, and ex-
pected minimal gains in fiscal 2019. To ease 
the pain, the Corporation has decided to 
budget 2.5 percent to 4.5 percent increases 
for fiscal 2019 to 2021, beginning with the 
lower figure in the first year—stabilizing 
guidance during Harvard’s presidential and 
HMC’s transitions.

In light of the leverage represented by en-
hancing HMC’s returns over time—and the 
fundamental importance of those returns to 
the University’s academic mission—Narve-
kar and his colleagues continue to have the 
most important financial jobs at Harvard.
 vjohn s. rosenberg

The HMC transition period Narvekar invoked 
may well extend beyond five years.

News Briefs
Centered on Community
With natural disaster  (Hurricane 
Harvey) and cultural confrontation (in 
Charlottesville and elsewhere) occupying 
the national conversation, Harvard leaders 
chose to focus on this community’s purpos-
es and values as they welcomed the College 
class of 2021 and the new academic year.

Speaking at Freshman Convocation on Au-
gust 29, President Drew Faust drew on a fa-
vorite anecdote (“It was on this annual occa-

sion of welcoming the incoming College class 
that a former dean of the Faculty of Arts and 
Sciences, the late Jeremy Knowles, described 
what he saw as the most important goal of 
higher education. It was, he said, to ensure 
that graduates can recognize when someone 
is talking rot”) to draw some lessons for the 
new circumstances. “In recent weeks we’ve 
seen threats of global nuclear war, frighten-
ing examples of extreme weather, devastat-
ing acts of terrorism…and chilling instances 
of hatred, racism, anti-Semitism, and violence 
at an American college town not so different 
from this one,” she said. “What should a uni-
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versity education be at such a moment?” She 
answered by outlining Harvard as an engine 
for learning through engaging with difference:

[W]e have asked all of you to up-
root your lives, move to Massachu-
setts with carloads filled with par-
aphernalia and teary-eyed families 
forced to bid you goodbye. Why do 
we do this? We do it because we be-
lieve in the power of community as an 
essential educational force. But that 
community must be constituted so 
that it does not simply present you 
with what you already know….It is its 
diversity, its elements of unfamiliarity 
and difference that render Harvard 
College the extraordinary experience 
that I know you will find it to be.

Underscoring the point, College dean 
Rakesh Khurana described the class as 
“the most diverse in Harvard’s history.”

The next day, speaking at Morning Prayers 
to open the academic year (her last time do-
ing so as president), Faust was pointed about 
Harvard’s qualities (“our diversity offers us 
the strongest possible foundation for our 
strength”) and the dismaying forces loosed 

in the larger society. Referring to Charlot-
tesville, she said, “[W]e have seen loathsome 
demonstrations of hatred and violence, re-
viving the most shameful episodes of the past 
and foregrounding the very worst of what 
we have been and regrettably still are as a 
nation.” (She grew up in the Virginia riven 
by Brown v. Board of Education and its tumultu-
ous aftermath.) In the August disturbance, 
she said, “I saw white supremacy resurgent, 
setting its sights on a university town with 
values like our own to mount its challenge 
and advance its evil and its cruelty.”

Against “a world where people are cat-
egorically excluded, where minds are closed 
or overtly hostile to differences of perspec-
tive or experience or identity, where vio-
lence and threats replace rational discourse 
and exchange,” she exhorted Harvard to be 
otherwise:

We must condemn the racism that 
feels free to speak in a way it hasn’t 
for nearly half a century. We must 
denounce the Nazism and anti-Sem-
itism that my father and so many 
others of his generation risked their 
lives to defeat. We must affirm the full 

citizenship of LGBTQ Americans, in-
cluding their right to qualify for mili-
tary service.

Education, Faust emphasized, “serves as 
the arteries of a just society.”

Full accounts appear at harvardmaga.
com/convocation-17 and harvardmag.com/
amprayers-17.   
vmarina bolotnikova and sophia nguYen

Former Fellow Chelsea Manning
The mid september  appointment of Chel-
sea Manning—a former soldier convicted 
of leaking classified information, pardoned 
by President Barack Obama, and a promi-
nent transgender activist—as a “visiting 
fellow” of Harvard Kennedy School (HKS) 
was never going to be popular. (Nor were 
the appointments of Corey Lewandowski, a 
former campaign adviser to President Don-
ald Trump, and former White House press 
secretary Sean Spicer to the same status.) 
Following Manning’s appointment, Michael 
J. Morrel, a past deputy director of the CIA, 
resigned as a fellow; thereafter, CIA direc-
tor Mike Pompeo, J.D. ’94, abruptly canceled 
an HKS speaking appointment. And shortly 
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